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Considered cure-alls simply by Biblical people, healing by prayer and anointment with oils as practiced
simply by Jesus' disciples and early Christians is made practical for us today in this book. Predicated on both
science and scripture.
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Insightful Book Great Reserve! I was thinking about researching a few of the oils within the Bible
particularly the Holy Anointing Essential oil within Exodus 30. I sat down and browse this book and i want
to say this reserve was amazing. I have not finished the book, yet, but feel it is just what I am looking for.
Most of the questions that I had been wondering about were answered in this reserve. A classic fascinating
study! This book surpasses what I could have expected, I plan on reading it over and over. I purchased this
book as a recommendation because I just starting using essential oils. Fascinating book, filled up with great
info. The actual fact that the author can be both a retired minister and previous science professor has given
him a distinctive perspective regarding this subject. What an amazing explanation of oils, supported by
scripture and amazing explanation on how oils work in our bodies vs medicine. It is extremely informative,
and I definitely recommend it. This book explains that beautifully and stirred my interest and my faith in the
products. Information in the reserve is thoroughly researched and presented. Great Book Great Book if
you're wanting to know about Essential Natural oils and how exactly we got them!!! God's organic provision
for the sake of our bodies, souls and minds.! This book is very informative and will change how you think
about Oils. The author shows you all the different places and which natural oils are stated in the bible. The
writer did an unbelievable amount of analysis and it shows. Highly recommended.! Love it I began to
recognize that essential natural oils were more than just a fad, they used to be always a life-style in the Bible
and days gone by. The writer gives different types of how oils function and what they were/are used for. Dr
Steward looks at the holistic watch of medicine using natural oils to heal body, brain and soul. You don't get
that from contemporary medicine, and he points that out. I'm excited to try the "Valor" remedy! I desire I'd
known this stuff YEARS ago! This book is packed with information that just blows my mind. He provides
biblical reference for where each essential oil is situated in the bible. thwen that is excellent. If a person
needs to pursue healing and health with normal means, thwen that is excellent. filled up with great info. Not
only are the properties/uses of the various oils talked about in this publication but also the relevant Scriptural
references thus providing an extremely interesting and comprehensive summary of the oils within the Bible.
I wanted to learn what oils were found in the Bible, and how these were found in Jesus' time. My pal said if
your going to use them then you really need to read this book. I am completely enjoying the book. This book
has so much information associated with Biblical times, which makes its an excellent book for me. Has a
large amount of valuable information regarding the natural oils. More info than I expected. Gives
information you under no circumstances knew about relating to Biblical situations in healing. I discovered to
be even more astonished at God's creations and what He has done to provide for all of us after learning this
information. If you don't know what that is, I recommend this publication and/or search to find out about the
Valor Natural oils! The oils themselves give a pleasing atmosphere, however when coupled with details
from this book, the oils arrived alive with historical background. Very nice book! For those who have a
assortment of aromatherapy books, I would recommend adding this to your collection! Informative book to
help you understand and use oils. I have owned the smaller shorter version and wanted this one. It really is
informative and useful. Glad it has,recipes in the trunk too. Useful when teaching This book is so easy to dig
into while preparing for classes. Extremely meaningful and curing to someone's life! Best book Best book
ever Healing Oils of the Bible Over my head. Five Stars neat book Exceptional book. In case you are just
getting started on essential oils i quickly highly recommend reading this book. I really like this book! So a
lot of different insight it offers. Amazing!
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